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Background
he battle for survival started right from the dawn of human civilization when scratching of
two stones generated sparks of light. Since then mankind through the process of evolution
has at all times encountered ever changing perilous challenges of volatilities, uncertainties,
complexities and ambiguities. Features and intensities of those threat provoking elements have
continuously changed. In primitive stage mankind had access to abundant resources and
consumables for survival. Those could be gathered only through physical efforts. From then till now
the process of positive metamorphoses have brought in improved understanding, experience,
resource generation and transformation skills, specialization of work, choices and preferences for
better life and exchange of values. This evolution mutated from free acquisition to barter and finally
in exchange using a common physical medium called coin and currency. The change is continuing
and as of now transforming to digital currency posing a different set of challenges for information
safety, security and privacy.
postulated about the development of life from nonlife and the evolutionary descent of man from animal. Charles Darwin simply brought something
new to the old philosophy -- a plausible mechanism called natural selection." Through a long
journey from the dawn of mechanical energy in 1780, today human civilization has entered Industry
4.0 era through ground-breaking digital transformations. Emerging and developing economies,
particularly India, are at the cusp of such a Darwinian moment. After being dictated and exploited
for centuries by invaders, these countries are sighting the light of glory. There seems to be a
perceptible reversal of the process of globalization in some of the developed countries which started
around 1980.
While the world economy is being predicted to remain at a low ebb for some more time, emerging
economies have started building on their own strength and country specific dynamics while
successfully dealing with the global subtleties. Every participant in the business ecosystem globally
and of every country seems to be more and more realising that what has brought us here will not
take us there. GenY startare disrupting the conventional space. Within brick and mortar space also disruptive challenges are
Production Cost + Cost of Capital + Business Surpl
wants to pay Cost of Capital
and regulations are tightening norms for corporate governance with intellectual integrity at both
global and country specific levels.

Objective

The overbearing need seems to be a premeditated shift for which organisations are trying to
optimize business strategies and operating models towards attaining competitive advantages and
improving financial performance. Risk-enabled performance management for surviving through
even the savviest of these efforts is a systematic process for reconceiving business models with a
reverse process of strategy formulation taking cues from the marketplace and consumer behaviour.
Future will continue to unfold with uncertainties, multifaceted risks and challenges for sustainability.

Objectives of this paper is not only to look through the windows for opportunities and suggest
certain transformational business actions, but to contribute toward shifting from the concept of only
gains for the efficient to inclusive happiness across the societal strata anywhere in the world. This
paper wants to make strategic contributions for Unicorns and their smaller version startups to write
many more success stories than the present global rate of less than 27% surviving after three years.
Again, in the emerging ecosystem the offerings of such Unicorns will also soon get commoditised
entities will have to re-discover and transform themselves to ensure survival simultaneously with
Unicorns. For this th
operations and strategic cost management (SCM). Irrespective of ancestry of any business entity,
measures for SCM only can enable an entity to offer goods and services at the value which the
consumer is ready to pay on the face of severe competition. This paper also aims at contributing
toward achieving that objective.
The critical need is to arrest burning of cash through so called inevitable costs, i. e., minimization of
value destruction, which is one of the major reasons for profit erosion. From ideation to proof of
concept to generating surplus is an extremely fulfilling journey. But the dream fades away in
between for not aligning cost management with strategic plan, and the flame of burnt cash scorches
great ideas to ash. According to the present author cost cutting is not the answer. What is needed is
It is popularly said that when the future looks hazy it is time to revisit basics. No business can afford
profligacy or ignore cost management while being carried away by enthusiasm. Efforts have,
therefore, been made to put together in this paper applicationown thirty-four years of corporate experience, and research work done while simultaneously
pursuing the passion of management teaching, training and development. At the end a case study
has been presented to the effect that objectives of SCM can also be achieved by restructuring of
existing business through merger and acquisition Expectation is for the readers to pick up from this
knowledge paper points relevant for their organization specific requirements.

Role Transformation
A study of the role of accounting and finance professionals even during period immediately after the
World War - I was that of a score-keeper. At that time neither professional accounting skills and
standards nor business insights were good enough for partnering with operational managers for
strategic value addition. Advent of Industry 3.0 era sometime from 1970s made professionals to
gather more application-oriented knowledge and enhance accounting, financial and cost
management skills. International standards for transaction recognition, value measurement,
accounting and reporting started being imperatives simultaneously with mechanization of book
keeping aided by IT systems.
Immediately after a decade from then world started witnessing propagation of globalization with
more than before free flow of investments, business operations, mergers and acquisitions deals
crossing sovereign boundaries. In addition to legislated laws, regulatory promulgations also started
monitoring and controlling corporate activities. All these have demanded quantum jump in finance
integration in addition to scorekeeping skills. This process of transformation has also significantly

touched the profession of Cost and Management Accountants (CMAs). The following is a graphical
illustration of the same.

Sources: https://www.raconteur.net/business/manufacturing-gets-personal-industry-5-0
The Global CFO Study 2010, IBM Institute for Business Value.

CMAs with their increasing predictive business insights have now taken up the role of co-creators of
business strategies in collaboration with CXOs under the leadership of CEO. Emerging tools for
data analytics and artificial intelligence have enabled them to present better analyses of decision
variables and impacts thereof essential for effective formulation of business strategies. They have
now improved abilities to foresight the seeds in the womb of time, provide, directional guidance,
identify business opportunities and participate in tactical execution of plans for sustainable value
creation.

Revisit Strategy and Strategic Management

In simple words strategies are those planned actions which enable a business entity to survive with
long term with sustainable growth and prosperity. However, in the context of strategic cost
management one needs to have a deeper understanding as this is a subject which one needs to revisit
each time one has a task in hand involving application of strategic management tools. The following
narrative have been developed from the famous work of Michael Porter1.
The fundamental step for strategic management is to formulate a plan of actions and execute
differently than what rivals do. It is essential to understand that operational effectiveness is not
strategy. Doing the right things in the right way is necessary but not sufficient. Strategy rests on
unique activities and essential elements of competitive strategy includes cost leadership,
differentiations in product and services, speed, flexibilities and focus. A sustainable strategic
position requires trade-offs. Choosing a unique position is not enough to guarantee a sustainable
advantage. Trade-offs occur when activities are incompatible. It means that more of one thing
necessitates less of another, e. g., an airline can choose to serve meals adding cost and slowing
turnaround time, or it can choose not to. But it cannot do both without bearing major inefficiencies.

Here comes the need for SCM by an entity in that industry. The following graphical illustration will
help developing better understanding about the fundamentals of strategy as a concept.

Note: The above graphic has been developed from the publications of Harvard Business School

Strategic Management (SM) is a disciplined process with strict timelines for developing and
executing a series of competitive moves, aligning resources committed to the unified goal and
scheduling-off outmoded ideas. Management tools for competitive moves and processes for
execution are developed keeping in view the dynamics of market place, demand pattern, imperatives
of external environment, and internal capabilities of present and predictable future. An effective
strategic business management(SBM) process, with focused objectives, includes introspection of
internal realities with critical questions, formulation of plans and sensitization of all concerned, who
will participate in the process of execution, with strategic plans and tactical moves for execution.
SBM demands regular management information form a reliable source like as the books written,
laying down risk-enabled standard operating processes and an effective system for evaluation and
monitoring of progress achieved at each time bound milestone points. Strategic Cost Management is
an integrated part of the overall SBM of an entity which essentially deals with emerging realities
Riding on this understanding of SBM one needs to simplify understanding about how the forward
path to be charted out and end the results evaluated.
views2,one may opine that strategic cost management must ultimately end up with a higher rate of
incremental Return on Net Assets (RONA) than the rate of increment in turnover at the same time
period, as have been illustrated with the following graphic. Execution plan for SCM may at times
lead to spending more in one function for saving more than that from others. For this SCM will have
to deal with management of both capital allocation and cost of delivering products.

Corner Stones and Tools for SCM

BCAS 233 has defined Strategic Cost Management in a very simplified manner stating that,
analyzing, interpreting, and reporting cost information useful to both internal and external groups
concerned with the way in which an organization uses its resources to meet its
According to Govindarajan and Shank4 SCM can be defined as the use of cost
information to do the following:
Help, formulate and communicate strategies,
Carry out tactics that implement those strategies, and
Develop and implement controls that monitors success at achieving those strategic
objectives.
Management control systems are ultimately tools to implement those management strategies. Since
strategies differs from organisations to organisations, management control systems also differ and
Having accepted these definitions, in the context of contemporary business ecosystem the first
mantra for SCM is to do what is believed to be the right for achieving strategic goals of the entity
and believe what is being done. This needs lots of courage and conviction on the part of professional
e Right Task at the Right Time with
the Right Process and for the Right Value. SCM demands dramatic improvements in systems and
Quality
Cost

-

Competitive differentiation of products and services

Volume
Relation
Speed

-

Flexibility

-

Sustainability

-

Competitive advantage besides being the first mover
Delight of both internal and external customers
Response to changes in market, business environment,
turnover of resources and supply-chain
Management of peaks and troughs and multidirectional
expansion
Develop enduring substance to sustain in all

Target for each of these seven success factors are to be objectively defined in quantitative terms
keeping in view the axiom that objects which cannot be measured, cannot be managed and
controlled for sustained value creation. Bryan Dyson, the former CEO of Coca Cola said, "Value
One key requirement for this is the predictive skill to see the
seeds in womb of time which can be nurtured for soon to be a fruit-bearing tree. Another essential
requirement for achieving results through SCM is discrete modelling of performance linked
incentives for the execution team aligning organisational objectives with those of the members of
team members.
SudiApak et al. in their research paper5 observed that success factors of an enterprise in any
business ecosystem are built around Cost, Quality, Timing and Creativity. They have listed certain
traditional tools for SCM emphasizing that effective use of those can generate desired objectives.
Readers will agree that armed with ground breaking digital transformation tools in Industry 4.0 era,
Faster and cost-effective generation of desired results will be possible by improved predictive
modeling for strategic business planning and adopting smarter execution tactics. Tons of paper have
been inked and zillions of digital bytes have been consumed for theorizing and writing case studies
related to applications of the following SCM tools. In the present paper a brief reference is being
made for each of them with the assumption that, if so desired, the reader will refer detailed literature.
Activity Base Costing This tool is for allocation of indirect costs to products and services in
a more detailed and logical manner by identifying the drivers of cost and quantifying the
actual quantum of activities absorbed for generating and delivering of a specific product or
service.
Benchmarking The objective of achieving cost leadership starts with benchmarking the cost
structure of a company vis-à-vis the present cost leader organisation and initiate actions for
surpassing them without impairing product features, quality and speed of delivery.
Total Quality Management Minimisation of value destruction is possible only when the cost
management systems and processes can identify what all additional costs are incurred for
rectifying an earlier activity which went wrong or could not achieve the desired quality. This
tool aims at optimising cost of value delivery by total quality management at every step of the
concerned value chain.
Theory of Constraints This tool helps in identification of those factor(s) contributing to the
value chain till delivery of the product / service which is / are in short supply. Such
identification helps in improving focus on the constraints, efficient allocation to maximise
utilisation for ultimate optimisation of profit. It also helps taking proactive remedying actions
so that constraints are eased out.

Just in Time Production This approach envisages to accept delivery of inputs from suppliers
to the extent required for production during a given short time period simultaneously ensuring
through stricter processes that production does never suffer due to shortage of inputs. This
ultimately helps in ensuring that market demands are met on time, supply-chain expenses are
optimized and interest costs on working capital are reduced.
Target Costing This tool helps in reverse management of costs when market does not accept
cost plus profit pricing. It forces entities to adopt the philosophy of cost is equal to market
price minus rewards of other stakeholders like supplier of capital, etc. It helps cutting out
profligacy and achieving effective and efficient frugality.
Kaizen Costing The other name of this tool is managing costs with improved monitoring
and long-term approach. In simple words this process continuously challenges the target cost
and aims at reducing total cost of delivering a product / services further. This helps in turn
achieving competitive advantage by remaining as the cost leader and managing product price
with all flexibilities that are needed with changing realities at market place, particularly
during the period of inflation and price elastic market behaviour.
Product Lifetime Based Costing
This tool helps creating the entire milestone based
predictive cost analyses right from conceiving and R&D stage to initial production and
delivery through product lifecycle maturing till its death when market is likely to receive a
better substitute. Predominant benefit of this tool is not only in strategic cost management and
supply chain management, but also proactive R&D activities for new product development
and being ready on time with the project for commercial production of a new or better
product so that an entity is not out of business.
Lifecycle Costing of Capital Asset This tool helps achieving say a year-wise calendarised
table of costs to be incurred from procuring one or a set of capital assets, costs of operating it
during the estimated life time including all types of maintenance costs, interest on
investments, depreciation, and estimated value to be realised when the asset is due to retire
from operation. What more is needed when an entity wants to implement the process of SCM
for sustainable value creation.
The present author would like to add the following to the above list:
Efficient and effective frugality in cost management can be achieved by
-root level approach for cost management helps taking altogether a new
look at the value chain for producing and delivering a product / service when CXOs are
demanding more for operational cost effectiveness. It first identifies the gap and then plans
for incremental incurrence of cost only to the extent of essential requirements.
EVA Centre This approach first segments the organisation into a certain identified of
centres where value additions to inputs take place, which are ultimately realised through price.
Each centre is given a target of value addition which is monitored on a regular basis. Actual
achievement by team members of each centre in proportion to target is incentivised.

Battle of Blue Ocean and Red Ocean
In emerging business ecosystem monolithic giants are constantly being disrupted by their agile
competitors or by startup organisations riding on innovation and new inventions. Business
promoters are constantly in the lookout for those line of business in which the existing operators
enjoy larger profit margins with lesser competition. This enables them to either starting a new
business in that or diversifying their existing businesses.
Management Gurus have segmented the world of business into two oceans, viz., Blue Ocean and
Red Ocean. According to one of the published book review, Globally preeminent management
thinkers W. Chan Kim and Renée Mauborgne6 challenge everything you thought you knew about the
requirements for strategic success. Recognized as one of the most iconic and impactful strategy
Blue Ocean Strategy presents a systematic approach by an
entity for making the competition irrelevant and capture their own blue oceans. Based on the present
and interactions with professional managers, the concept of Blue Ocean and Read
Ocean can be captured in the following narratives in a simplified manner and the given graphic:
Blue Ocean
Represents the business type with a new product and / or service for a niche market segment or
offering conventional once with new processes which have either substantially redefined the pattern
of usage of an old product and / or service and added new values for customers by multiplicity of
usage that ultimately made competition irrelevant. Case in point is Apple and Samsung making
competition from Nokia and Blackberry for mobile phone handsets irrelevant with their respective
new technologies. Kodak does not exist anymore even after first having the technology for digital
photography. Their predictive and strategic thinking did not foresee that conventional technology
for photography and printing thereof on papers can ever be replaced by digital photography and
every handheld phone can have a better camera. Riding on a mobile based application Ola and Uber
being in India.
Any product / service in blue ocean area operates with high margin not only by exploiting the
advantage of fast mover, but also offering hitherto unseen products or service riding on new
technologies or offering the same product with new technology. Examples for the first group are 3D
Printers, Drones, Self-driven Cars, IOTs, etc. For the second group the unique example is
conventional television sets with big picture tubes being continuously upgraded to flat sets with
LED technology and now with smart viewing technology allowing multiple input sources including
from mobile phone handsets.
Red Ocean
A product or service moves from Blue Ocean to Red Ocean area when it is reduced to a commodity
by severe competition from a large number of competitors vying for a share of the same pie which
was earlier enjoyed by one or a few. Two keynotes of success for surviving in Red Ocean area is
penetrating newer market space for unserved customers. The second one is retaining competitive
advantages by reducing price, without impairing quality and speed of delivery, and thus making
product offerings affordable to low income group customers. The second action step will help the
first one. This concept applies to both B2B and B2C market segments. All fast-moving and semidurable consumer goods and industrial commodity inputs and services are operating in Red Ocean

area. It is not a debatable point that SCM is an essential weapon to be used for meeting these
challenges in Red Ocean.
SCM for Survival in Blue Ocean and Red Ocean
Application of SCM is essential for remaining in Blue Ocean area so that products and services are
offered continuously at lower prices as time goes by with higher volume of operations and without
impairing quality and speed of delivery. This in turn will prohibit or delay the process of
competitors coming into the fray and bite market share, may be with some improved features and
lower price. SCM through value innovation is also of absolute necessity for driving costs down
while driving up the value for customer. This will be an enabler to survive in Red Ocean as in a
commoditised business the edge for competitive advantage is thin and needs extremely agile cost
management plan and actions to avoid bleeding with loss and eventual exit. It will be useful to
further understand the subject with the following two graphical illustrations7:

Readers will recall the strategy of FMCG companies to penetrate market segment of low income
groups in semi-urban and rural areas by changing packing strategy of their products, e. g., hair
washing shampoo from a bottle to sachet making the same affordable to low income group users.
One of the essential requirement for survival in Read Ocean Area is to offer better quality goods at a
lesser price. That is only possible by strategic cost management with innovative ideas.

Early Warning Signals

Irrespective of being in Blue or Red Ocean segment, every business must have to constantly pick up
warning signals for proactive preparation and protection of their margins and creating entry barriers
for new entrants by best serving their customers. As have already been mentioned, one of the
strategies for that is to offer goods and services at prices which competition cannot offer. R. Paul
Vuolle, CEO of Bellevue SME Advisors GMBH, said
successful company owners are those
who actively search for early warning signs that it's time for change - regularly ask themselves

Certain exercises are to be conducted for raising those questions for introspection on a regular basis
and finding answers with action plans while remaining within the present organisational realities.
This process will also give them some time for innovation, creating new capacity building with
further capital allocation, explore new market and raising human capabilities. Thus, the organisation
will be able to meet the upcoming challenges and survive with newly found ways and means for
ensuring competitive advantages. All these in turn will help framing out strategic cost management
plans and executing with higher effectiveness and efficiency.
PESTEL Analyses (Political, Economic, Societal, Technological, Environmental and Legal) is an
exercise which an organisation should conduct at least once before every annual business plan
preparation for better understanding of the emerging business environment. The present author
8
suggests that CXOs
for framing business
strategies and dovetailing SCM plan and actions into it. The following graphical illustration, with
some narratives added by the present author, will help deriving benefits from the exercise:

There is no need to elaborate the above model as the reader can refer the concerned literature.
However, for this an entity must have to repeat the process of periodical self- introspection and look
through the windows at the market place using inter alia SWOT(Strength, Weakness, Opportunities
and Threat) Analysis as the tool. Objective is to work for further concretising the areas of strength,
removing weaknesses and proactively achieving a state of readiness for making the best use of
opportunities while living with threats. This activity will also help identifying critical success
factors in the emerging environment which continuously unfolds with new dimension of risks and
challenges. This analysis is a must for overall strategic planning for business which in turn will help
framing a reverse strategic plan for cost management dovetailing with operating strategies.
Combination of the above two exercises will also help an organization to formulate plans by
does not necessarily mean offering new products and services, finding alternative uses of existing

products and / or capturing new territories for market. It can also help them adopting new
technologies, SCM tools and / or systems and processes which competitors have not found out yet:

* Unique strength will lie in knowing what the competitors do not know.
** Strive to move to the unexplored area to achieve a state of readiness for proactivelydelivvering what the society will ask for tomorrow.

SCM is Not Cost Cutting

It is important at this stage to remind every CXO that SCM is not the other name for cost cutting.
Eventually SCM will result in cost reduction but the process of SCM does not involve blindfolded
cost cutting without any rhyme and reason. At times there may be a need to spend more. The
ultimate
entity is operating in without impairing quality and speed of deliverables.SCM intends for that cost
leadership with simultaneous improvement of all the contributing factors, which facilitates the
equation
Value Creation = Utility / Cost, or Result / Cost = >1
Maximisation of Value = Maximisation of Utility / Minimisation of Cost
Achieving this feat needs critical selfaccounting, relevant information analysis and reporting and mid-course correction management
systems through the following questions. With the objective to avoid monotony of narratives, the
present author requests readers to read each point in the darker blue circles in the outer ring in

Every single plan and action for execution in the process of SCM must be reviewed in the light of
answers to the questions raised at every stage. The answers coming out from present organizational
realities must have to be discussed and corroborated with ground realities to identify what is needed
to be done for sustainable value addition in emerging business environment.
One of questions in the above graphic is regarding incentivisation of people who will implement the
SCM plan with innovative thinking and actions. Plans remain on the pages of files unless the same
are executed. Implementation is done by human resources. Therefore, two of the most important
success factors is to transparently share the plan with all concerned on a need to know basis and
share the positive benefits from execution with all contributing members. The objective is to involve
them, make them feel not only taken care of but also inspire them for time and again repeating such
success stories.
Business operating strategies influences cost management perspectives. It is therefore an onerous
responsibility of CMAs to co-create business strategies keeping in view the following factors for
strategy formulation:
Scale
Geography
Dependency
Key Driver
Experience
Technology
Complexity

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Volume of operations
Expanse of operations creates location value
Degree of in-house dependence for inputs vs. external vendors
Key activities that drive major part of costs
Value at each step of end to end operation
Reduce human intervention for quality and speed
Multiplicity in processes design destructs value

as detailed below,are also important for aligning the plan with identified team members and their
responsibility accounting.
Performance Indicators (KPIs) with objectively measurable units may be useful. An entity can
follow the pattern with suitable alterations required for adoption in their respective organizations:
Business Segmentation
etc).

As per the relevant Accounting Standard (Ind AS, IFRS, US GAAP,

Further Classification into:
Profit Centres in accordance with products, services and / or line of business,
geography, as appropriate;
Cost Centresin relation to cost drivers and responsibility accounting; and
the lowest level of cost carrier for which those are incurred or committed.
End
Means Chain Analysis f
continuously improving the strength of the weakest link in the chain.
and functional terms of measurement.
IT enabled integrated control system for ensuring reliable MIS and financial reporting.
Processes to be followed can be derived from SOX 404 or Risk Assessed Control Matrix Test
with recommendations of COSO as the overriding principle.
Distinction between
The
formerinvolves elements of subjectivity as it tries to monitor and control behaviour of human
resources which are generally not measurable in objective terms. Framework and process for
MC have to be both formal and informal.
SCM demands that while framing operating strategies CXOs must change operating philosophy,
approach and tactics from the traditional to what best befits the emerging business ecosystem. It
would be useful to remember the following recommendations of COSO while framing out
controlling and monitoring systems for achieving the best out of SCM.
From Traditional Approach
1. Reactive
2. Focus on people
3. Direct and correct
4. Inspect in quality
5. Survival of the fittest
6. Audit driven solutions

Note on COSO Framework9

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Proactive
Focus on opportunity
Prevent and monitor
Build in quality
Everyone can contribute
Operations driven solutions

"Committee of Sponsoring Organisations (COSO) of the Tread way Commission is a nonprofit
commission that in 1992 established a common definition of internal control and originally created
a framework for evaluating effectiveness of internal controls standards and narratives, which have

been updated from time to time. - 1. Control Environment, 2. Risk Assessment,3.Control Activities, 4.
This framework and standards have been adopted by many organisations as the generally accepted
framework for internal control and is widely recognised as the definitive standard against which
organizations measure effectiveness of their systems of internal control. From time to time many
more updated guidelines have been issued by COSO which can gainfully be used by CMAs for
successful implementation of SCM within an effective internally controlled environment.

SCM and Value Addition

One of the fundamental objectives of SCM is value addition so that rate of growth in return on net
assets is more than the rate of growth in sales. The whole thrust of managing the value chain is
customer value. That means value measured in terms of either cost or competency. Management
Guru Michael Porter calls these elements of value, value processes. From a financial planning
perspective, the firm needs to make investment in its value processes a spending priority. At this
stage it will be useful to revisit the following fundamentals of value addition:
Add value by both maximising value addition and minimising value destruction. Do not
ignore small operations and wastages of today.
Do not over leverage and focus on cash management. The ratio of net inflow from operating
activities to value of turnover should first be maintained. Its growth must commensurate
with growth in business so that the internal surplus is generated for funding the required
capital expansion.
Remove suboptimalitiesat every aspect and stage of operations keeping in mind that the best
is still far away.Treat every data and information as strategic assets and critically examine
those before taking decisions.
Design risk enabled performance management systems with the needful digital
transformation strategies for reducing human interventions, automated operational controls
and improving speed of execution. Assess value in risk, probability of occurrence, appetite
to operate with positive risks, and efficacy of mitigating measures
Spe
approach for all products and market realities so that the crisis is effectively managed with
maximum retention of customers and profit optimisation.
Attain and improve capabilities and achieve the state of readiness to facilitate faster
response to opportunities.
Be dispassionate for what is to be dropped, including manpower, yet ring fence talents.
Comply with every bit of regulations and legal stipulations. Be aware of organisational
realities as quick fix solutions yield only short-term results and ultimately invites larger
crisis requiring higher costs for solution.

Develop superior capabilities and attitude for both external and internal environment to
ensure efficient change management as demanded by the dynamics of changes in the
business ecosystem.

Management by Measurement

William A Schiemann10 in his famous paper 'Creating the Measurement Managed Organisation
observed that
performance measurement "is just old - fashioned
Managing today is a new game with different market dynamics: global competition, new
information technology, product proliferation, radically different production methods and
distribution channels, the dot-comming of commerce, the list goes on. To cope with the new set of
forces, organizations must adjust their strategy and tactics with far greater precision and speed.
The demand for agility and rapid response has placed strategic performance measurement in the
forefront. A new type of organization - the Measurement-Managed Organization - is emerging from
the need for greater discipline in the face of all the turbulence.
of his recommendations one can list the following actions in the context of SCM for measured value
addition:
1. Remove low value activities Bring in strategic priorities.
a. Link strategic measures to goals of team and Individuals,
b. Purge or reduce unessential, low-value activities, and
c. Remove obstacles to goal congruence and sub-optimality.
2. Focus on results over activities How to judge results?
a. Strategically relevant business to take precedence over business, and
b. Use focussed metrics and score cards for measurement and monitoring.
3. Remove cycle-time sluggishness How to shorten cycle?
a. Accept that competitors react more quickly,
b. Communicate critical measures of performance, and
c. Cut through employee rivalries and excuse making.
4. Remove ineffective customer management models.
a. Identify drivers for customer attraction and retention,
b. Develop measuring models that reveals results from actions,
c. Remove drivers that generates lower value, and
d.
5. Remove functional silos and bring in goal congruence.
a. Working silos prevent unbiased assessment of economic values,
b. Remove crisis of power by delegating power for responsibility,
c. Integrate cross functional performance measurement, and
d. Balance performance metrics for responsibility accounting.
6. Minimise churn of high yielding customers and employees.
a. Assess performance with pre-defined KPIs,
b. Link customer care measures with performance,

c. Give power of measurement employees for self-assessment, and
d. Incentivise high performers.

Graphical Expression of SCM

The above discussions can be captured in the following graphical expression as contained in
Annexure 23E of the BCAS - 233 for Strategic Cost Management. It would be possible for readers
to organise their strategic cost management action steps in a logical sequence by travelling through
the path explained below.

It is not being claimed that the above borrowed graphic is comprehensive and captures all the blocks
as covered in the above discourse. However, it aptly illustrates the framework which any
organisation can adopt by imputing needful changes befitting their respective organisational
requirements and the business environment in which they operate.

Alignment with Continuum of Value Delivery

It is time to bring in some long-term perspectives for SCM planning and execution remaining within
the realms of organizational traditions and realities. Business plans of any nature, particularly
strategic ones, can generate desired results only when such plans are formulated aligning with vision,
mission and culture of an entity. Under
contemporary method of business management gradually starting after World War II, the promoters
and / or Board of Directors, i. e., the central or core leadership team, predominantly defines the
vision and mission of a company. In organisations with prolonged history, culture evolves over time.
In those with relatively shorter history culture emanates from the promoters and key managerial
personnel.
In such organisations strategic plans are generally formulated and recommended by managers for
approval by the Promoters and Board of Directors. Such a plan can never meet success if all
concerned across all levels subscribe to it and remain committed for its successful implementation.
To garner confidence of central leadership team, therefore, strategic plans must have to be aligned
with vision and mission of the company and should be executed without adversely impacting its
culture. These aspects of strategic business management, which also includes initiatives for SCM,
have been delineated in the following graphic:

Another challenge that must have to be met is to align the entire continuum of value delivery with
individual objectives of each employee who will execute the plan at the ground level. Employee
business managers take responsibilities for running the business with resources provided to them for
generating surplus. Such surplus is shared by and between the owners and managers. It is needless
to write that the managers get a pre-defined compensation for their services as per terms
engagement which does not very much in proportion to success of earning higher profits. Hence the
recommendation in the earlier paragraph for further incentivisation of employees by sharing the
benefits from SCM.

In sucha situation, which is generally the scenario in most of the organisations, there are
probabilities of clash between directional thinking of the top vis-à-vis that of hired business
achieving the longer-term vision and mission. The basic challenge to be handled for ensuring total
alignment till the ground level is ensuring a harmonious working environment and mutually agreed
systems and processes for executing actions.
One of the effective tools to be used for handling this c
which involves seven interdependent factors. Those are categorized

,
and
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elements are Shared Values, Skills, Style and Staff. Application of this Framework has not further
been elaborated in this paper as management of organizational dynamics is beyond the scope of this
paper. However, the aspect of SCM and continuum of shared value delivery has more been dealt
with the following case study of Tata Motors.

Business Restructuring and SCM

One of the frequently applied strategies for improving value addition through improved cost
management is through the route of business restructuring. This includes mergers, acquisitions
(M&A), demergers, spin-offs, etc., involving entities within or beyond a corporate group. As Kaplan
and Norton observed that
to unlock value by matching their structure to their strategies
Deriving synergy benefits from business combinations or acquisition transactions is one of the
rationales for such strategic restructuring. Sometimes savings of non-value adding costs of an
unviable subsidiary or division is achieved through sell-ffs. Kaplan and Norton have cautioned that
Strategic dreams often turn into nightmares if companies start engaging in expensive and
then develop a strategic system to tune the structure of the synergy
-established fact that
one of the major reasons for failure in achieving objectives of business restructuring transactions,
particularly M&A deals, is failure in post-merger integration of the acquired entity with the
acquiring entity. In many instances, failures are also attributable to such deals and strategies not
being in alignment with the vision, mission and culture of the acquiring company. In such a
situation business operation of the acquiring entity also gets badly affected in addition to that of the
acquired business. The following case study will delineate how SCM plans can successfully be
implemented by an M&A deal which is predominantly done for business operations.

The Case Study of Tata Motors12

Readers are aware of operational and financial performance of Tata Motors (TM),prior to
acquisition Jaguar Land Rover (JLR). Without getting into any controversy it may be mentioned that
including export performance, was around the third / fourth amongst competitors. It acquired JLR
for USD 2.30 Bln., i. e., at the then value about Rs. 12,000 Crore. It is therefore, a point of major
interest for anyone to study the business rationale for acquiring JLR at that critical juncture. But
before that, it will be useful to know their corporate Vision, Mission and Culture. The following
have been extracted from their Annual Report of 2012-2013.

Vision
and value they enjoy from
Mission

Culture
The four deep-rooted and longCustome
One can clearly make out the following from the above three proclamations of Tata Motors:
The company always promises for delivery of values to all stakeholders with speed and
excitements through products, the latent demand for which they want to anticipate in advance;
Like the eye of fish for the great warrior Arjuna
on customers who consume their products;
They want to excel in whatever they do with the total accountability; and
The company wants to measure success with the specific test of admiration they receive from
all stakeholders for the value and experience they enjoy for being associated with Tata
Motors.

It is acceptable to all without much debates, that the House of Tata is by far one of the most globally
respected Indian MNCs, including for their self-motivated standards of corporate governance.
The reader should not be surprised if it is concluded towards the end of this brief case study that one
of the major intents behind acquisition of JLR by TM are to derive synergy benefits from cost
management plans through the strategic initiative of business combination. This will continue to be
achieved by conducting transactions between TM and JLR, and that too cross- border ones. At this
stage it will be useful to quote the following from the Management Discussion & Analysis (MD&A)
section of their Annual Report of 2012-13:
reenabled the company to enter the premium car market. The company continues to focus on
profitable growth opportunities in global automotive business through new products and market
expansion. The Company and JLR through sharing of resources, platforms, facilities for product
The last sentence of the above excerpt clearly corroborates that TM and JLR are and will continue to
be engaged in transactions between themselves. Analyses of the above statement, with a bent of
business strategies, coupled with SCM through maximization of synergy benefits, bring out the
following major areas of value additions by cost savings due to transactions between JLR, TM and
other companies within Tata Group. All These are being achieved because of acquisition of JLR by
TM. The list is illustrative and not comprehensive.

Import large-value cars for high-end customers in India and market those of relatively
cheaper varieties from their Indica stable to the low-end users in international market.
Overseas demands were there for the same and perhaps would increase due to lull in
economic conditions. This in turn will help achieving improved capacity utilisation and
resultant decrease in cost of production in plants of both TM and JLR
another strategy of creating a natural hedge for managing exposures to currency exchange
rate risks to a large extent. This part of enterprise risk management will be ensured at ease
because the import bills will be met from inward remittances against export. Such natural
hedge will also help saving forward cover costs for exports which Tata Motors would have
incurred if JLR would have not been acquired.
Both TM and JLR will not be required to incur any additional cost as fixed distribution
channel cost because the existing facilities of their respective countries will be used for
delivery of imported cars to customers. Over and above that capacity utilization will
increase leading to reduction in per car cost for domestic products also.
TM will derive benefits from the long-standing strengths, technical innovations and brand
reputation of JLR in innovative designing of cars, continuous addition of modern
technologies and material substitutions for superior performance. This may not will help
reducing cost but will improve value delivery for customers. Again, technical know jow fee
that TM will pay will be a revenue earning for JLR which will remain within the same
group and get neutralised in consolidation.
These are some of the critical aspects from which cars of TM were suffering on the face of
competition from Maruti-Suzuki, Honda and other foreign car manufacturers, who had set
up shops in India by that time. For these services JLR will have to raise bills for related
party transactions in compliance with regulations of both India and the UK.
Tata Group will be able export services of Tata Consultancy Services Ltd to JLR, which has
also been mentioned in some other part of the same M&DA in their annual report;
There are scopes for many more competitive advantages and cost savings by using each
rate
image, etc.

Analyses of the Case

Without enlarging the above list and getting into further details, any professional manager can
conclude that strategic objectives behind acquisitions of JLR were to derive competitive advantages
ength points of markets and marketing, innovative technology integration, and
strategic cost management. These three would automatically bring many more advantages yielding
financial gains with in-built measures for enterprise risk management in related areas of business
activities. Such thoughts are no-brainers and not much of a complex task for guessing since the
factual position has very loudly been pronounced in their aforesaid MD&A.
One of the major pillars of strength on which these gigantic tasks TM has taken up, in conformity
with their business strategies, is essentially their ability to handle related party transactions (RPTs),

as TM and JLR are held by the same parent company, remaining within the strict regulations of all
concerned countries. But for their corporate image, culture and inherent systems and policies, they
must have to be there as they form the very rationale and basis for such outbound M&A deals.
All these, when analysed on the back drop of their long-standing statements of Vision, Mission and
Culture, speak volume of confidence the group has on their people, systems and processes in
conducting RPTs across multiple group companies with complex holding structures.

Conclusion

In any organisation the process of strategic cost management gets started as a formal initiative
whenever the necessity is felt. It could be possible that an entity may start the process right from
inception. But ultimately SCM should be and must be a way of life for each official in every
functional area of an entity. The author will take that his efforts have met some success if Cost and
Management Accountants can trace out some application-oriented learning points from this
knowledge paper and apply in their respective organisations. Higher value deliveries to customers,
simultaneously with a lesser price to be paid by them for the product / service, will ultimately
contribute to the prosperity of the nation through the prosperity of the business organisation.
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